
DEEP TRAVEL

Although I was only leaving the house for a few minutes and
only to run a few errands (mail a couple of bills; pick up an iced
coffee at the local bagel shop), and although it was a perfectly

ordinary day, like hundreds of others that unfold in any year, year after
year, something was no longer the same. Before the door had even
closed behind me, the familiar world outside immediately  seemed—
 unexplored. That comes closest to describing the unexpected sensa-
tion that had arrived. “Fresh” and “new” were part of it, but only a part,
even though there were undoubtedly now some things present that
 hadn’t ever previously appeared on my block, such as the particular
play of light on the buildings across the street, and the array of zigzaggy
clouds in the sky overhead, and the patterns formed by the various
groups of people walking by.

But it was the familiar objects, the ones that were still what they had
always been, that seemed the most transformed. It  wasn’t as if they had
changed shape or color, but they now seemed charged with purpose,
beckoning, calling out, and almost glowing or shimmering, with each
detail etched in the sharpest kind of focus. Each thing I looked at
seemed now to have a story curled inside it, and to represent some-
thing that many people from many places and times had thought about
over long periods with great care and deliberation and a kind of intelli-
gence that takes generations to accumulate and then get sifted through
and refined and pared down. The corner mailbox, for instance. I live in
Greenwich Village, in New York  City— have done so for most of my
 life— and the corner mailbox has been there for as long as I can
remember.
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Battered, blue, durable, unprepossessing—already obsolete some
might say. Square on the bottom with a rounded top and a squeaky,
 pull- down handle that needs a certain decisiveness to open and close,
it was something I’ve often used but had never at any time given the
kind of close examination that it in  fact— what? needed; deserved;
wanted?  Wanted— that seemed as close to it as anything. I was at the
moment  wide- awake in a way that reached out in all directions. Aware-
ness and attention had been intensified, reorganized, redeployed, and
I was abruptly eager to know more.

That was one thing. Yet, inanimate as it remained, it seemed in this
same moment almost as if the mailbox, too, were reaching out in my
direction, that it was broadcasting on a wavelength I  wasn’t normally
tuned to, and that when I listened as well as looked, if that was the
right way of putting it, let me understand that it was as eager as I was,
and pleased to have its role and purpose and its previously overlooked
impressiveness better known and securely remembered. But there was
more than one role or function involved, as I could already make out.
On the one hand, it was just a few cubic feet of public space set aside
and  protected— from the elements; from any  marauders— so that out-
going mail could accumulate for several hours. On the other hand, it
was the near end of a global force, an energy stream in constant motion
and powered by millions of workers in all countries that can redistrib-
ute envelopes and packages to any spot in the world. Then, too, it was
also a place of irrevocability, because once it had received something
for transmittal, there was no getting that thing back.

Nor was the mailbox alone in the revelations that were being made
available. Everywhere I looked were objects that, as I could start to see,
played a part in sustaining or enriching the life of the  area— the bright
green awning over the bagel shop, for instance. When had it first
occurred to people that they could move shadows around without the
use of clouds or hills or trees, and could extend shade beyond the edge
of a building and out over part of a street? The small, red,  two- headed
“siamese standpipe” next to the tall building on the nearby corner, and
the round wooden bin up on that building’s roof with a conical  hat— in
a modern city like New York, no building could stand more than six
stories high without these odd devices. The standpipes keep the build-
ings safe from fires; they’re linked to a network of other pipes in a
building and when they’re connected to hydrants by a Fire Department
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pumper, it’s then possible to bring a  high- pressure stream of water to
any floor. The rooftop water tanks, by contrast, make tall buildings
habitable by furnishing them with running water. Fresh water that
reaches New York by running through aqueducts that stretch  toward
the city from the Catskill Mountains will rise to about the sixth floor
without any assistance, but that water has to be pumped to tanks on
top of all taller buildings to provide sufficient pressure for water to
flow to their upper floors.

I could go on; there were so many things to notice, so many explo-
rations and side trips that could now be undertaken. Because of my fas-
cination, a  ten- minute trip to the bagel shop seemed, once I got home
with the iced coffee I’d gone out for, to have lasted far longer, and I felt
as though I had come home enriched and refreshed and in some small
way slightly better equipped for my next trip outside. I had also arrived
with food for thought that, as it turned out, I was still digesting days
later.

But the most extraordinary part of this little trip, as I can now see,
was that nothing extraordinary had happened. Nothing beyond our
reach, at least, and nothing at all magical, if “magical” means either
something that’s just imaginary or something that at bottom is no
more than a trick or a deception. Having since that day examined many
such “changeover” trips, my own and those of both renowned and of
anonymous travelers, taking a look at big trips and little ones, at jour-
neys to nearby places and to faraway, exotic destinations, I’ve come to
understand that the only difference between such greatly rewarding
trips and the more conventional ones that get you there and bring you
back and nothing much more is that, during the memorable trips, peo-
ple somewhere along the way enter a different part of their own minds,
and begin to make use of an awareness that has its own range of inter-
ests and concerns and methods. And when the mind is in motion in
this way, the experience of travel changes.

The switchover often enough happens automatically or inadver-
tently or seemingly by accident, and frequently without anyone quite
noticing that anything in particular has happened inside, except that
outside things seem somehow different, or that the day itself seems
more alive and full of possibility. But the very same kind of awareness
change can also be deliberately evoked in several ways. By the succes-
sive moments and stages of a trip, for one thing, if the people who con-
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struct roads and paths and train lines and every conceivable kind of
vehicle and  right- of- way know what they are doing. In addition, and
much more immediately, this is something that people can choose to
do all by themselves and for themselves and at almost any moment, 
as soon as someone finds out how to get in touch  with— actually, 
it’s easier than it sounds, since it’s more like resuming contact  with—
 what is a  built- in, active, oddly ignored, complex, discriminating,  many-
 dimensioned, and remarkably ancient capacity. We grow up fully
equipped for such adventuring.

This book, among other things, is about that innate capacity: how
it’s often naturally activated by being in motion and by traveling; what
its uses are; how it can play a larger role in everyday life; why we’re lucky
enough to have it; and where it long ago may have come from in the
first place.

Sometimes I look ahead to what still seems like an impossibly ambi-
tious destination for all the traveling billions of people undertake,

day by day, year after year, locally, globally, and, increasingly, beyond the
earth. At that  point— when will it arrive? in whose lifetime?—the sim-
ple act and fact of moving around will be enjoyed, savored, treasured,
as one of the most satisfying parts of being alive. People will know and
expect travel to be fundamentally rewarding and nourishing, not just
every now and then but almost invariably, the way eating, sleeping, and
friendships are.

Because ordinary moving around will be familiar as a springboard
for fully engaging the mind and the senses, people will turn to it for
delight, variety, and renewal; for unexpected ideas and completed
thoughts. The transportation systems of the  time— presumably a still
somewhat familiar mixture of roads and cars, planes and trains, along
with other vehicles not yet  invented— will be people’s partners in this
process, seeing it as a core part of their business. After all, they, too, will
share the same common understanding that our minds are in motion
whenever our bodies are. The one is evoked by the other.

As travel comes to be seen as a  “whole- person event,” so to speak, a
continuum of actions and experiences with “interior travel” and “exte-
rior travel” as its inseparable parts, we will see a similar reshaping of the
now rather fuzzy concept of sustainability. It is already more than clear
to many people, for instance, that today’s transportation systems waste
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energy, cost too much, disrupt communities, add poisons to the planet
and greenhouse gases to the air. Many people would also agree that
today’s ways of moving around force them to waste  time— and that is
the point where confusion cuts in. The widely shared if unvoiced
assumption is that the time we spend moving around, except during
vacations and getaways, is a burden, a necessary evil, a delayed goal,
something we have to put up with.

There: it’s insidious,  deep- seated, and almost inescapable to say “the
time we spend moving around,” rather than “the time we give to mov-
ing around.” The message being delivered is that this is time subtracted
from our finite daily allotment, a begrudged and regretted expendi-
ture, endured rather than loved, something of an insult, a sour period
that leaves behind the sense of an unrecoverable absence. This sets
travel apart as a “disbenefit” or a “disutility” (two words economists
use) or at best a “derived demand” (another one of their phrases),
meaning an intermediate step, something with no intrinsic value, a
postponed pleasure, an imposed surcharge on existence, part of paying
our dues, part of the price we pay for  civilization— something that feels
like the  tucked- away “preride” holding pens at Disney World, which
you can’t see from a distance but where you will be asked to stand in a
snaking line between stanchions, standing and shuffling forward for an
hour before getting to an exhilarating ten minutes on a roller coaster.

The many miseries, frustrations, and disappointments of  present-
 day travel are a consequence of this distorted way of thinking, not the
evidence that proves its truth. At its worst, this is a “parcel theory,”
making little distinction between moving people and shipping pack-
ages, making accommodations for bodies but not for bodies with
heads and hearts. It sometimes feels as if we must hate  ourselves— on
a New York subway platform at rush hour in a heat  wave— to treat
ourselves so. Even at its humane best, when it pampers, soothes, com-
forts, and distracts travelers, this inadequate, foreshortened, and still
grimly frozen model of how people respond to motion treats the
human mind as no more than a flightless bird, unable to be sent soar-
ing by travel.

When this grotesque old misconception melts away, fixing travel’s
problems will take on new clarity and an even larger purpose. Address-
ing travel in  whole- person terms will mean thinking about what trans-
portation systems can do to sustain both our brains and our health,
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while also considering how they can use far less energy and add far less
pollution to the air and land and water around us. The mechanical parts
of transportation as they change and change again will always respect
and support the “bionical parts,” so to speak, meaning the living, leap-
ing minds within us, as distinct from automatic, predetermined, invol-
untary, clockwork responses. Such comprehensive thinking, a new
practical discipline shared as a common concern by engineers, scien-
tists, designers, planners, and the rest of us, will prove even more useful
in the near future, since it looks as though we will want to keep our
minds in play whenever possible, with all of our wits about us, to make
it through the  twenty- first century unscathed.

Many writers about travel have noticed that the word itself, in its
original Old French form, travaillier, had only harsh meanings, such as
“toil,” “trouble,” and “torment,” and seems to trace back to an even
older Latin word, tripalium, the name of a  three- staked Roman instru-
ment of torture. Modern travel, the movements of hundreds of mil-
lions of people day by day, also includes the extraordinary, often
torturous circumstances of millions of migrants and refugees, many of
whom are in motion only involuntarily, fearing for their lives. Ordinary
 twenty- first- century travel itself has been accompanied by an under-
current of fear since its first year, when 9/11 forced us to realize that
any vehicle at all, even a passenger plane, can be used as a bomb. Some-
times the feeling of vulnerability fades, but its vibration is never quite
stilled, and there are times when, even without a headline, we can feel
it stealing back over us like some thickening of the air, a small, dark
cloud or a patch of fog or mist, shifting, changeable, and capable, even
when not directly overhead, of shadowing landscape and landmarks,
draining off light and color, blurring clarity.

These ugly realities add to the difficulty of the turnaround ahead,
and to the urgency of getting it right. Travel already confers so many
 blessings— moving goods and foods around and spreading ideas and
innovations, lightening our load, extending humanity’s reach, bringing
together people who might never otherwise meet, challenging  stay- at-
 home thinking. As we set our sights even higher, and restore its extra,
innermost dimension, we will welcome it, seek it out, rely on it at any
moment of any day, confidently, routinely, implicitly, as an  ever- present
opportunity, a  built- in launchpad and catapult for lifting the wings of
the human spirit.
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The larger understanding about people in motion is approaching,
though it could take a generation or more to arrive, and will need

leadership from citizens’ movements yet to arise. Meanwhile, we live in
“the meantime,” as all people have in all ages. What can be done within
this meantime to bring present and future closer together? In the Jef-
fersonian language Americans grow up with, the pursuit of happiness,
one of our inalienable rights, seems to divide future and present into
realms almost without a common  border— with its emphasis on work-
ing for something that  doesn’t yet exist.

At times, though, the present is more porous than it may appear, and
there are outposts of the future in our midst, and passageways that lead
back and forth. One of these corridors, paradoxically, is also a legacy
from the past, a form of fulfillment that does not need to be pursued,
because it is part of our endowment. It was formerly, perhaps, better
known than it is now. It opens in a moment, standing ready to be
reclaimed and put into regular use. Fortunately, among its other uses, it
serves as the travelers’ elixir. At the moment and just for now, as we
work our way through this particular meantime, it mostly comes in
individual portions.

There is one quite specific thing anyone can already  do— easily,
immediately, personally, and on any day of any  week— that can

transform the nature of the time spent in motion. It happens whenever
we increase the portion of a trip of any length during which we are
making use of an ancient, innate,  ground- shifting variant of ordinary
waking consciousness that, for this book, we can call Deep  Travel—
 since, though not limited to aiding travelers, one of the occasions on
which it seems to announce its availability or spring to the ready, even
without being summoned or chosen, is while we are moving around.

It has its own distinctive taste. People who like it tend to look for
ways of getting more of it. It often surprises us, stealing over us
unawares. But it can be sought out, chosen, practiced, remembered,
returned to.

What can be gained from greater familiarity with this different way
of being awake? Well, no one can tell you even the half of it, but in my
own traveling through Deep Travel I have found that it can, among
many effects, give me the sense that even a  long- familiar route, like a
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walk through nearby streets, exists within such a fullness of  brand- new
or at least  new- to- me information and questions that I wonder how I
ever had the capacity to exclude them from consideration.

One spring morning, for instance, with nothing on my mind and
walking home on East Sixteenth Street, a quiet residential block near
Union Square Park in Manhattan, after dropping my son off at school,
I saw three people staring  wide- eyed at an apartment building fire
escape overhead. Blue and white feathers drifted slowly  toward the
sidewalk. A peregrine  falcon— the  cliff- dwelling hawk known to bird-
ers as the “embodiment of freedom”—was plucking and eating a
pigeon. Peregrines, with fierce black eyes,  blue- gray backs, and striped
bellies, can fly two hundred miles an hour when swooping to kill. They
are  crow- sized; this one looked enormous.

Above the fire escape I could see puffy white clouds and a pale blue
sky, as I had a minute before. When I looked down again, however, the
concrete sidewalk and the asphalt street seemed suddenly insubstan-
tial, no more than a  paper- thin, makeshift, temporary  cover— like a
throw rug, almost, or a picnic  blanket— hiding the island’s original
underpinnings, dirt and boulders that have been a continuing presence
at least since the last glaciers retreated. I seemed connected to a differ-
ent “now,” a longer time frame, peregrine time, so to speak, an uninter-
rupted, postglacial present moment more than ten thousand years old.
It made me want to learn more, so much so that I then took three years
to write a book about it, H2O: Highlands to Ocean, which was able to show
the ongoing strength of the founding assets of the whole New York
metropolitan area, its waterscapes and  water- sculpted landscapes.

Since these natural areas, which stretch from the highlands of the
Appalachian Mountains to the Atlantic Ocean, across parts of three
states, remain unnamed, they got a name, the “H2O Area.” These
areas are still so plentiful and so bountiful, even if often hidden by
four hundred years of growth, that everyone within the region actu-
ally has two addresses, a street address and an H2O address. DDT
spraying after World War II almost eliminated the peregrines from
the area, but  captive- breeding programs have restored them. With
Manhattan’s endless supply of pigeons, these falcons now accept
Manhattan skyscrapers as cliffs they will nest in. The bird I saw prob-
ably lived near the top of the  seven- hundred- foot tall MetLife Tower
on  Twenty- third Street; the pigeon it ate probably came from Union
Square.
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If Deep Travel is sometimes a cure for boredom, at other times it is
a  life- changing experience.

Segueing or slipping into Deep Travel can initially seem disconcert-
ing to some people because, although it is a kind of simple internal lane
changing or focus readjustment, like shifting your gaze from your lap-
top to the view out the window, it has an  all- at- once impact more like
that of an abrupt border  crossing— something with the suddenness of
the transition line that extends across the center of Korea, where only
a  razor- wire- topped fence separates urban sprawl and rapid industrial-
ization from deeply forested wilderness with mountains where Amur
leopards, Asiatic black bears, and probably tigers, as well, prowl
beneath spreading Mongolian oaks. The Korean Demilitarized Zone,
a long, narrow belt of  no- man’s- land that has divided North from
South ever since war ended in 1953, has become an improbable wildlife
refuge that is now the winter home for a tenth of the world’s cranes.
Should the two countries ever reunite, the DMZ could become a
“Peace Park,” a Central Park for the entire Korean Peninsula that
would also be both a kind of 155- mile- long “megazoo” and a seed bank,
the principal local source for rare plants that have already disappeared
from other parts of eastern Asia.

There is one thing more, and although it explains why the
changeover can be instantaneous, it can in itself take some getting used
to. The most striking difference between gliding into Deep Travel and
crossing into the  DMZ— if you were ever allowed to do so; it’s the
world’s most heavily armed  border— is that once you enter Deep
Travel nothing “out there” that you can respond to has changed by even
a molecule. You have not moved away from sprawl and into an oak for-
est, from factories to a tiger’s lair, from the ordinary to the extraordi-
nary. If a moment before you were moving through suburban sprawl,
the same sprawl still surrounds you. The change here is all within, but
one of its effects, until you examine it more closely, is to make you
think that the world beyond you has just rearranged itself. You yourself
have taken a nearly imperceptible action, and yet it can feel like some-
thing vast has happened to  you— and even for your benefit. It is indeed
for you, but it is a gift you have given yourself. There is no need for the
world to raise shutters or open doors or throw back curtains that were
never there to begin with; instead, for the time being, you have put to
one side a mental filter that normally limits, dampens, flattens, or dis-
counts what the senses can say and search for.
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With all that, there is also a sense that, dramatic and abrupt as the
change is, it has not led you into anything foreign or strange but, on the
contrary, has brought you back in touch with exactly what was always
there but had been just out of reach, or perhaps not quite remembered.
It is a resumption, a rejoining. You are back in touch with, have taken
up the thread of something that, once it has reappeared, is altogether
familiar, even after a long absence.

Analogies can go only so far. Deep Travel has some of the qualities 
of sunlight after  rain— details stand  out— but in other ways it more
resembles moonlight, because it changes your sense of what has be -
come possible and of what might happen next. The unexpected, the
seldom considered are at your fingertips. This gives it some similarity
to lucid dreaming, the one dreaming state in which people know they
are dreaming. Stephen LaBerge, a  Stanford- trained psychophysiologist
who for more than thirty years has carefully studied and induced or
evoked this highly prized, elusive, but (with practice) available aspect
of sleep, suggests that one function of dreams is to present us with
exaggerated visions of the assumptions we make about the world and
how it operates and what it means. In an ordinary dream we forget that
we are in the presence of assumptions and behave as though our safety
is in question and the laws of physics still apply. In a lucid dream, we
suddenly and without threat or danger have a chance to challenge these
 assumptions— having remembered that they are only constructed, not
real, we can override them in any way we choose to: by flying, by asking
strangers we meet to give us a gift. The realization, the revelation, is
that what we had thought of as the familiar, sensations based on events
happening outside, is in fact the  unfamiliar— mental images generated
entirely from memories stored within. It is an exhilarating, energizing
discovery. In a lucid dream we feel that we have woken up while still
asleep and dreaming.

Deep Travel, on the other hand, has the feeling of waking up further
while already fully awake. Again, the familiar becomes unfamiliar, but
this time not because it has become unreal. Quite the contrary, it seems
in some sense to have taken on new substance and content, to have so
much more to say that is worth hearing—almost the way falling in love
gives another person a glow that had been invisible before. So rather
than your doubting what you see, it has taken on so many more quali-
ties and possibilities than seemed to be present that it can no longer
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simply be taken for granted. All around you, the known, usually a set of
 already- told tales, has been eclipsed by the only just met up with, the
 yet- to- be discovered. Doubts about the strength of our ordinary
assumptions in this case arise in retrospect and by contrast. Previous
impressions, normally so unchallengeably solid and reliable, seem
oddly inadequate in the presence of what Deep Travel brings  forth—
 and seem static, brittle, thin, crudely formed, more like discardable
placeholders than true perceptions.

As a subject, Deep Travel remains underinvestigated, perhaps at
least a generation away from the attentive scrutiny lucid dreaming has
now been  given— although, because it is something almost everyone
does on a regular basis, even if only fleetingly (unlike lucid dreaming,
which must be patiently sought and cannot be summoned at will),
maybe our knowledge and familiarity will be assembled far more
quickly. The potential exists for millions of reports from travelers and
trained investigators and transportation experts alike, and to make the
beginnings of an organized and informal effort I invite you to post
your own personal findings and experiences on the Web site I have set
up to accompany this book, www.howwetravel.org, as a place where
people can compare notes. This book itself relies heavily and gratefully
on what others have noticed as they move around. Fortunately, the
traces of Deep Travel can be found in many places, including the writ-
ings and conversations of people from many generations who could
not put that particular name to what they understood.

Assessing or “ground truthing” what someone says about Deep
Travel is a relatively simple matter. It does not require a “replicable
experiment,” since it just happens to people by chance and by choice
here and there and in uncontrolled settings. Nor does it need a “con-
firmed sighting,” complete with photographs and tape recordings, like
the ongoing search for possible surviving  ivory- billed woodpeckers in
the forested bottomland swamps of the southeastern United States.
The “Lord God bird”—the nickname comes from what so many people
said when they first saw how big the bird was and caught sight of its
vivid red, white, and black  plumage— has been presumed extinct by
many ornithologists since shortly after the end of World War II. This
position is still reluctantly adhered to by a majority despite repeated
and tantalizing  twenty- first- century glimpses across three states. Any
Deep Travel report you run across can be checked against what you
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remember from your own experiences and sense of this capacity’s
operations to see if they have a similar taste, or “emit the same light,” so
to speak.

Even at this early point, in addition to being able to set down one
quick first rule of  action— No  Self- Propelled Flying in Deep Travel!—
we would probably among us already know enough to agree on some of
the interconnected reasons why Deep Travel, when it arises, makes
such a powerful impact. It arrives in the mind as a complete package,
but it has a number of aspects. Psychologists and cognitive scientists,
for example, often estimate that human senses, with all their refine-
ment and sensitivity, are able to respond to and conjure up mental
images for us of only about  one- trillionth of the energy that envelops
us. No one has tried to calculate how much of that available energy 
we are responding to when we refocus our minds to take advantage 
of Deep Travel. It probably does not and could not jump to  two-
 trillionths— but we definitely sense something like a doubling or
tripling of the information potentially being provided to us. Presum-
ably this happens because we have internally multiplied and reinforced
the intensity of the awareness we are training on the world around us.

This puts us in the position, as we have seen, of expecting to find out
still more about the things and people around us, and maybe even of
gaining a different understanding of them. This openness is quite
evenly distributed and omnidirectional. It extends both to objects and
subjects we ordinarily find fascinating and to those previously thought
dull or trivial. Without exactly seeking such a thing, we have adopted a
different mental posture, one with fewer streaks of certainty running
through it. The willingness to have been mistaken, the wish to absorb
further, the sense that there is something still to be learned steals over
us only when we consider what is in front of us valuable and worthy of
our respect. Inwardly, this attitude has another name: humbleness, a
willingness to think that what we know about the people and things
and places and all the aspects of creation we encounter during the
course of a day can still be added to and has not yet been perfected.

This book is an introduction, a foreword to the rebalanced aware-
ness, the “tripled world” of Deep Travel, a preliminary travelers’ guide
for exploring this different pathway through exploring. It does not
come with ownership papers or a lifetime guarantee, since those are
reassurances and ratifications that people can confer on themselves. It
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does reassert a modern claim to this ancient and original human talent,
neglected but still intact. If it sounds confusing or paradoxical to think
about being introduced to something that is already and has always
been ours, then these pages can perhaps serve as a reminder, some hints
and prompts, or notes to self, or refrigerator magnets. If journeys of a
thousand miles must begin with a single step, a sojourn in Deep Travel
starts off more modestly than that, with nothing anyone else can even
 see— a mental sidestep.

As a first and incomplete survey of what happens to minds in
motion, this book exists to make future discussions more com-

plete, by pointing to the ingredient still missing from current conver-
sations. How will Deep Travel fit in and find its place among more
established interests? The old story of the teacher and the seventeen
camels suggests one possibility. The teacher on his deathbed left the
camels to his three students with instructions they found incompre-
hensible: the oldest was to receive half, the middle one a third, and the
youngest one a ninth. Their problem remained unsolved until a trav-
eler arrived with a single camel, which he offered to add to the total.
Now the oldest student could get nine camels (half of eighteen), the
next six (a third), and the youngest two  (one- ninth)—leaving the trav-
eler’s camel left over to be returned to him. We can share the word
with others and still make use of it in our own lives.

One of the problems of the moment is that many people actually
already know a good deal about Deep Travel but have it filed

away in a different part of their minds, as something that just happens
to them every now and again—accidentally, or so unpredictably and
even randomly that it almost feels like it is looking for them, rather than
the other way around. A curiosity, the product of chance, not choice. A
 by- product, not subject to direct control. Unreliable, fleeting, and
therefore in the end  maybe— disappointing. Alternatively, some people
who know it think of it, even after they have become return visitors, as
a bonus that might be awarded under special circumstances that need
preplanning and careful  arrangement— such as emerging from a fog-
bank swirling around the lower tracks of the old cog railway that climbs
Mount Washington, in New Hampshire, and into gusty winds nearer
the summit; or waking up before dawn at a lodge in Machu Picchu, the
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mountaintop Inca citadel in Peru that the Spanish were never able to
find and plunder.

People have an easier time, I have been finding, recognizing their
long familiarity with Deep Travel, and reconnecting to Deep Travel
memories that have stayed with them after the details of a trip have
been forgotten, if the subject is brought up more broadly as one of the
unexpected discoveries or unearned rewards travelers can sometimes
find along the way. Introduced this way, Deep Travel becomes common
currency, since it is probably not an exaggeration to think that we have
all had such encounters, casually and occasionally, moments that take
us out of ourselves rather than just away from the place we were leav-
ing. Moments when something has shifted. So that while still on the
way to our original destination, we seem at the same time to have
headed off in a less familiar direction as well, and find we have been led
or pushed or pulled  toward, into, straight through to, beyond, and then,
while still in motion, have emerged onto . . . well, there is no accepted
vocabulary for it, which has been another good reason for not talking
about it. So it’s like . . . emerging onto a platform that was not there a
moment before. Yet once reached, it can seem as simple and sturdy as
that.

A moving  platform— that will do, since “magic carpet,” another
phrase that might fit, sounds too much like something one might hope
to find but even while wishing for it knows it can never be real. Once
out on that platform, we are aware that we have somehow been jarred
loose from pieces of our ordinary thinking; we are not quite sure what
might happen next, for better or worse. A threshold has somehow been
crossed; a horizon has receded. Comparing notes with people who have
been taken unawares by Deep Travel, I’ve found that there is no partic-
ular point during a trip when this inner lightning is most likely to
strike. Many hours after leaving home, one man told me, and glancing
out the window of a delayed, cramped, and crowded jet as it began its
descent, he caught sight of something almost straight down that
seemed to pull the whole flight together in a different way and change
the focus of his day. He had noticed the plane’s own shadow, a black
speck skimming and scudding across the ground below, like a porpoise
following the wake of a boat.

Some more experienced Accidental Deep Travelers have come to
associate certain routes or ways of getting around with a greater likeli-
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hood of being overtaken at some point by a different frame of mind.
Sometimes they share this knowledge; sometimes they keep it to them-
selves, like a fly fisherman who has discovered a deep pool that trout
keep returning to. I myself, for instance, grew up loving train rides,
because so many of them, even very ordinary ones, seemed to be
twofers that lifted me out of myself while also taking me to the desti-
nation printed on my ticket. You probably have your own list of
favorite entry points.

Before finding out how readily accessible and plentiful Deep Travel
can be, back in my  hunter- gatherer days—that is to say, when I
assumed, like many people, that it was a scarce commodity that per-
haps came in finite amounts—I used to rely on a bumpy Amtrak
branch line north of Albany, New York, as a promising source of sup-
ply. Since the track was so  deteriorated— this being  America— that
trains were held to an average speed of 24 miles an hour on one stretch
between two stations, this was clearly a travel option most people
would avoid, and on some days could almost outrun. But there was
always the chance of that extra dessert, as I thought of it. I remember
climbing on board in Rutland, Vermont, early one winter morning not
that long ago for a return trip to New York City after a meeting in Ver-
mont the day before. The coach/café car I was in was at least  twenty-
 five years old, a silvery cylinder with small, slitty windows. The design
of this and other “Amfleet” cars, frequently derided by passengers as
“cigar tubes” or “Amcans,” dates back to abject and despondent days 
in the 1960s when railroaders in this country thought the only way of
getting Americans back onto a train was to fool them into thinking
they had boarded a wingless airplane. That morning the old Amcan
was fiercely overheated and mostly empty, but it was clean, and the
 reading- light switches overhead and the  seat- back adjusters all worked.
The snack bar was fully stocked, coffee was brewing, and the two con-
ductors seemed relaxed and  friendly— so that as I looked around and
ticked off in my head an itemized checklist of grim possibilities, some-
thing all longtime Amtrak riders instinctively do immediately after
boarding, the positives far outweighed the negatives.

Outside it was bitingly cold, with a bright blue sky and sun glinting
off snowbanks. My state of mind was every bit as ordinary as the train
itself, at one moment closely focused on possible Amflaws, and at the
next daydreamy and abstracted. I had some work with me, but I  didn’t
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take it out. The doors closed, and the train glided forward, at first
almost imperceptibly; the conductor punched my ticket and, as an
afterthought, propped open the door to the vestibule, which began to
draw off some of the heat.  Snow- covered backyards at the back end of
Rutland gave way a few minutes later to patchy woods, which flowed
past at an almost stately pace, since the train was swaying gently
through one of several  speed- restricted areas. Two centuries after the
early industrial revolution implanted the idea of speed as a measure of
progress, a 30- mile- an- hour ride is a poky dawdle, tame and lame, but
it is in fact exactly the same pace that terrified and exhilarated early
railway passengers in the 1830s, when trains became the  high- tech,
 high- speed replacement for stagecoaches. There are several sliding
scales at work within us. Once unleashed from the speeds imposed on
us by human and horses’ legs, we have over and over again recalibrated
our expectations of how fast we think we “ought” to be able to go. Yet
at the same time we have kept in close check our sense of how fast we
“ought to feel” we are moving, by swaddling ourselves deep within
bulky vehicles, muffling and walling ourselves off most of the  time—
 except on roller  coasters— from the speeds we actually generate.

There were no conversations in the café car to overhear or ignore. It
could have been an almost ideal moment for a short nap. Instead, all at
once and quite out of the blue, I felt a surge of buoyancy, as if my whole
body were popping up through murky water into sunshine. My
thoughts, previously drifting by in ones and twos, were multitudinous
and seemed airborne, sometimes racing ahead of the  still- lumbering
train, sometimes darting off and slicing behind a line of  snow- clad hills
that had just appeared off to my right as the train crossed a broad, shal-
low valley. Before even thinking about it, I had pulled a notebook out
of my briefcase and was jotting down some notes about . . . the speed of
trains and the speed of thought. I was certainly far more awake than I
had been a few minutes before, and was surprised to realize that one of
the things I had become aware of, now that I had moved over from one
travel world into another, was a strong rise in a sense of uncertainty, a
condition, like speed, that we generally manage to ignore.

It was not unpleasant, and I could see what was happening. My
attention had certainly been brought to a higher level of alertness.
Looking around more carefully, I noticed that the small “here” within
easy reach, the “here” inside the café car, was of course entirely
 unchanged— the heat and stuffiness continued. So did the smell of
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fresh coffee and the fact that the  foam- rubber padding in the seat back
was somehow molded to hit the shoulders just about an inch and a half
below where it would have felt most comfortable. As on all trips, this
limited “here” had become unmoored as soon as we set out and no
longer had an easily defined location at any given instant. Which
meant that like all travelers, I no longer knew, and  hadn’t known for
some minutes, exactly where I was.

The difference was that now I was thinking about it. And, along
with this, I  understood— couldn’t avoid understanding at that  point—
 that I  didn’t know precisely and  couldn’t say for certain what might
happen in the next instant. Or the one after that. Now, this not being
able to know for sure is a constant part of everyone’s situation, awake
and asleep, in motion and at rest, as long as life continues. It’s far easier
not to think about it, and also far easier to think of it as something that
 doesn’t need to be thought about, especially when we’re not moving
around, when the wider “here,” the one beyond the window, generally
seems as unmoving or immutable or at least as slow to change as the
“here” within arm’s length. But once we’re in Deep Travel, this aspect
of reality, this acknowledgment of how much is temporary, including
ourselves, cannot be discarded or deflected and returns to the fore-
front of the mind.

At the same time, another kind of travelers’ awareness also arises.
On a train, for instance, or any kind of organized transportation, even
an elderly Amtrak local making a slow, post- 9/11 run across southern
Vermont, you also gain a counterbalancing sense of steadiness, of the
likelihood of arrival, of a slowly accumulated and carefully tended trail
of forethought. You don’t have to know the railroad’s history to know
you’re not by yourself or to realize that even the leaders of your small
caravan, the engineer and conductor, the train crew, are themselves
never acting alone, and are constantly being helped along, guided, and
have been thought about by a long chain of current and former col-
leagues that stretches back, in this case, to the original  nineteenth-
 century way finders, grade levelers, and track layers, who laid out the
route unfolding before you, a path that has a definite terminus and a
published time of arrival. In these circumstances, remembering that
you don’t know where you are or what will happen next brings with it
the reassurance that for the time being you don’t have do anything
about this situation. The railroad’s intention is not to move your mind
forward, but it is in the process of moving your body forward safely and
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in relative comfort. It’s no more than a “half a loaf” setting, but it’s one
that the mind can nibble on. Energized, untethered, unhurried, and
protected, your mind can be free to explore any subject at all, because
all possibilities lie open.

To someone looking at me, as the conductor did on a swing through
the car to check temperature, nothing detectable had  happened— I was
still sitting quietly in the same chair. As were the few other passengers
near me. I have no way of knowing how many of them had also
changed places within themselves during the first ten minutes since
the train had pulled out of the Rutland depot. It’s perhaps worth not-
ing that it  hadn’t happened to me earlier in the morning when I
checked out of my hotel, or during the half hour right after that when I
was focused on not missing my train, which turned out to be more
complicated than expected because it involved arranging a lift down to
the station in the hotel van.

I have found out that for some people, at least, this  changing- over
process is quite commonplace. When I happened to mention my Rut-
land ride, for instance, to Hillary Brown, a New York City green archi-
tect I  know— she designs buildings that don’t pollute and are healthy
to work in—she said she would send me a note about her own travel
experiences. A few days later she  e- mailed me this:

Think time.
Curiously, some of my most mentally productive hours have been

spent in  long- distance  transit— trains or buses. I enjoy a good interval
of speeding scenery. It induces a spatial detachment and the time sus-
pension necessary for bold thoughts to race ahead. It’s much like being
carried by music, which buoys you along at its own speed, jostling your
emotions. Sensations of speed encourage the mind to dart, and the eyes
to fasten momentarily on speeding objects and crystalize new under-
standings around them. Feeling gently cradled, hustled by occasional
weightlessness, the mind is freed and the eyes can skim the moving
horizon for insight, thinking ever more audacious thoughts. Body and
mind together tunnel into new terrain.

The histories of several modern scientific breakthroughs also support
the importance of “think time”—although that is not the focus of these
accounts. It was a 1972 bus ride, for instance, that disproved the then
still prevalent notion that there were deep genetic differences between
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human beings with different skin color. Richard Lewontin, a noted
evolutionary biologist then teaching at the University of Chicago, was
on deadline with a scholarly article on the subject. “I had to take a very
long bus trip to Bloomington, Indiana,” he later told a student, “and I
had long had the habit, when going on trains and buses, of writing
papers. I needed to write this paper.” So he packed a standard textbook
on human blood groups and a math table used to calculate genetic
diversity, and began his analysis. His results, since confirmed many
times over, conclusively showed that the idea of “races” within human-
ity has no biological standing or value, since there is over ten times
more genetic variety among people who share the same skin color than
there is between people from  far- distant areas, such as Africa and
Europe, or North America and China.

Probably the most famous episode of scientific “think time” travel
took place in a Honda Civic on a  two- lane highway, as Kary B. Mullis, a
biochemist, drove north through redwood country about a hundred
miles north of San Francisco on a Friday night in the spring of 1983.
During the drive Mullis invented the polymerase chain reaction, or
PCR, a technique that, by making it possible to copy billions of pieces
of DNA in a few hours, has led to DNA testing in criminal cases, and
to DNA sampling of fossilized bones to pin down hereditary links
between, say, mammoths and elephants, among dozens of other appli-
cations. It also brought Mullis a Nobel Prize in chemistry. In his 1993
Nobel lecture in Stockholm before the king of Sweden and assembled
guests, Mullis, who openly tells interviewers, “I do my best thinking
while driving,” recounted the setting, still vividly remembered, of his
 PCR- discovery drive ten years before: “As I drove through the moun-
tains that night, the stalks of the California buckeyes heavily in blos-
som leaned over into the road. The air was moist and cool and filled
with their heady aroma.” Ideas tumbled out, he said, producing three
“Eureka” moments. Once he stopped the car to make a few calcula-
tions, and  toward the end of his trip, he recalled, “I stopped the car
again. ‘Dear Thor!’ I exclaimed. I had solved the most annoying prob-
lems in DNA chemistry in a single lightning bolt.”

Most statistics about regular weekday transportation patterns
don’t yet attempt to come to grips with the preciousness and

spaciousness that travel time can bring forward in people’s minds, but
it’s possible to make a few rough,  back- of- an- envelope calculations
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that can give us a better idea of what’s potentially at stake here on a
daily basis. A starting point might be the central finding of a “A Look
Under the Hood of a Nation on Wheels,” a 2005 poll about U.S. traf-
fic jointly commissioned by ABC News, Time magazine, and the Wash-
ington Post, which reported that 220 million American adults find
themselves driving around in their cars for an average of about a hour
and a half of each day. (This figure may in the future need some adjust-
ing to fit the travel habits of a country where gas may routinely cost
four dollars a gallon or more, but at present it seems to capture what’s
still happening day after day.)

Just over half of this hour and a half in  cars— almost  forty- nine
 minutes— is needed for getting to work and back, while errand running
and other chores and quick trips fill up the rest of the time. People who
have children at home drive even longer and need almost an extra
quarter of an hour on the road for drop-offs and pickups. The U.S.
Census Bureau, looking at this same daily commuting data in its
annual American Community Survey, has found one way of making it
stand out in people’s minds: by presenting it as a slice of a year. They
add up a year’s worth of driving to and from work, and then have a fig-
ure they can compare to another known annual quantity: vacation
time. It stacks up as a 2:5 ratio, since most Americans get two weeks’
paid vacation a year and put in the equivalent of five workweeks 
reaching and heading home from the jobs that offer them a  two- week 
vacation.

There’s another way of weighing and taking the measure of this
hour and a half (or hour and  three- quarters) a day on the road. Let’s
say, arbitrarily enough, that the same 220 million people who do 
this amount of driving also average eight hours of sleep at night. Now
we can give travel time a different focus and think about it as one of 
the substantial dimensions of our waking lives. The drivers in the poll,
for instance, who are said to represent 90 percent of Americans, are
committing approximately a tenth of their waking lives to travel 
time (more precisely between 9.4 to 10.8 percent, depending on 
circumstances).

Let’s set aside for a moment one enormous problem, the question of
how and why Americans got into this  situation— of how, that is, we
reached a point where jobs and homes and schools and stores are half
an hour away from each other, and why driving is so often the only way
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of getting from one to the next. Some people think of the  still-
 increasing distances between where people spend the different parts of
their day as “the elephant in the transportation center,” if you will, an
overarching threat to prosperity and community that Americans,
despite repeated warnings, have avoided coming to terms with
throughout six decades of growth since the end of World War II.
Standing next to it all this time, however, has been a second elephant,
maybe even a mammoth, with its own impact on  well- being and also
undealt with but until now practically invisible: the almost constant
opportunities that travel offers us to put our minds in motion, or keep
them there, or even accelerate their activeness.

According to the ABC/Time/Post poll, American drivers have very
mixed responses during their time on the road. Almost  three- quarters
say it often makes them feel “independent,” and almost  two- thirds say
they sometimes feel “frustrated.” Although 48 percent frequently feel
“relaxed,” 43 percent occasionally feel “angry.” A 2001 survey that took
a close look at the “travel behavior” of people who live in the San Fran-
cisco Bay Area turned up an equally wide range of feelings (including,
it would seem, considerable numbness). Although more than  two-
 thirds of a large group of Californians who filled out a detailed
 questionnaire— drivers and nondrivers  alike— reject the idea that “The
Only Good Thing about Traveling Is Arriving at Your Destination,”
less than a third actually like their daily trips, and a majority find that
their time in motion adds up to only a “neutral” experience. Almost
half believe that “Getting There Is Half the Fun”; on the other hand,
more than half either agree or can’t say they disagree (another “neu-
tral” vote) when presented with the bleakest summary statement on
this  multiple- choice survey form about the value of moving around:
“Travel Time Is Generally Wasted Time.”

Wasted time feels like time unlived, time marred or defaced or
denied, time that has been stolen or was never properly delivered or
somehow escaped, time that has been subtracted from the ledger of a
lifetime. With that in mind, here’s the figure I keep drawing from the
most reliable aggregate travel data: If the great majority of Americans
are devoting an hour and a half or more a day to travel, and if this rep-
resents 10 percent of their time awake, and if we arrive at a point where
Travel Time Is Never Wasted Time, so that this portion of a day
becomes at least as valuable to us as what happens before and after,
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then by rescuing, recapturing, restoring, and resecuring this period of
the day, we will have rearranged our waking lives in effect so they will
last longer. Less time will be siphoned off or rushed through or blotted
out as a way of getting travel over with. And, no matter what calendar
age we reach, we will have amplified something the calendar cannot
measure, our “available lifespan,” so to speak. By about 10 percent, it
would seem, if current travel times hold.

Modern Europeans and Americans can expect to live more than
twice as long as the people who were born on these continents in the
1750s, at the beginning of the industrial revolution. And it has recently
been suggested by an English epidemiologist, David Barker, that this,
along with the fact that most of today’s Westerners are half again as tall
as their forebears, traces back in large part to the fact that our mothers
eat better, giving us a “nutritional boost” even before birth, allowing us
to grow stronger and more durable hearts. “The embryo,” Barker says,
“is very sensitive to the nutrients it’s bathed in.” Longer lives are a
legacy of our arrival in the world. An “attentional boost,” on the other
hand, a gift we can give ourselves, can nourish our journey through the
world.

Knowing about this different form of life extension can help us start
riding both of the elephants in the transportation center, yoking them
together and then steering them side by side  toward a destination now
just over the horizon. Many  would- be elephant riders, people inter-
ested in shrinking the daily distances between homes, jobs, schools,
and shops, have as their primary focus a process of parallel reductions,
lopping travel time to make profound cuts in the gas burned, the pollu-
tion emitted, the amount of concrete paving  poured— and perhaps at
the same time to reassemble people, to cut down on some of the sense
of being cut off and cast adrift that can intensify as the locations at
either end of travel time become more remote from one another.

Meanwhile other people, once they have come to connect motion
and minds in motion and to see opportunities for Deep Travel within
even the most familiar of daily rounds, sense a similarly urgent need to
protect human possibilities by guarding and adding further dimension
to the travel time we have, whatever its total  amount— although the
percentage of the day given over to it may have an irreducible compo-
nent. According to one way of looking at things, all these looming
 necessities— lessening the weight of the human footprint on the planet
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(as economists now describe the cumulative impacts of our actions on
land, air, and water); strengthening communities that have been flung
outward; and celebrating and exploring the imprint travel has on the
human  mind— already have a point of overlap.

The idea of the  “travel- time budget,” or TTB, an intriguing and
controversial discovery by a 1970s World Bank mobility researcher,
Vacov Zahavi, arose from observations that in all societies, as two pio-
neering Australian transportation writers, Peter Newman and Jeff
Kenworthy, later summarized the finding, “a portion of each person’s
daily time, around one hour is ‘budgeted’ to necessary travel needs.
The concept of the  travel- time budget appears to hold true in all cities,
whether bicycle modes dominate, such as in the Netherlands, whether
public transport dominates, such as in Singapore, or whether the pri-
vate motorized modes dominate, such as in the U.S. and Australian
cities.” As a result, as they put it, “the city will always be ‘one hour
wide.’ ”

Other researchers, looking backward across the centuries, have
found the same time correspondences, with only occasional variation:
Werner Brög, a German investigator of mobility patterns around the
world, reports that “in a historical context, the average travel time for
work trips has been stable for the past 600 years.” The Domesday
Book, the first great census of England, compiled in 1086 at the order
of William the Conqueror, reported, according to the distinguished
American geographer William L. Garrison, that those who worked
away from home needed “about 20 minutes” to reach their fields or
pastures. And Cesare Marchetti, an Italian physicist, who considers
travel time a modern global invariant—“from Australia to Zambia,” as
he  says— has also, glancing deeper into the past, noted that, “interest-
ingly, the  travel- time budget was also about one hour 5,000 years ago.”

This data, if it holds  up— and there are those who think that the
TTB is no more than a mismeasurement—could give us a whole new
perspective on travel time. We might, for instance, have to think of it as
an enduring phenomenon of sedentism, if you will. “Sedentism” is a
word anthropologists use to describe settling down, staying in one
 place— or at least returning to the same place at the end of the day. It
was once thought that learning how to grow crops 10,000 to 11,000
years ago was what first made staying put both possible and necessary,
but excavations in Israel and Syria in the 1950s and 1960s brought the
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Natufians to contemporary attention. These  hunter- gatherers of the
wooded eastern Mediterranean hills, and similar groups north and east
of there in the grasslands near the Euphrates, between 13,500 and
14,500 years ago took advantage of conditions that sprang up in the
first millennia that followed the Last Glacial Maximum 20,000 years
ago, and stopped in their tracks.

They ceased their wanderings and built villages, and continued to
hunt and gather. The woods provided acorns and pistachios and
almonds, gazelles to hunt, and “wild gardens” of naturally growing
cereals and peas and lentils they could harvest with stone sickles. They
even domesticated dogs, the first companion animal and helper. Steven
Mithen, an English archaeologist, has described the transformation in
a poetic book about the long period between the melting of the glaciers
and the rise of cities, After the Ice: A Global Human History, 20,000—5,000 BC:
here were  hunter- gatherers who “enjoyed the most attractive environ-
mental conditions that had existed for many thousands of years, since
long before the LGM. At no other times had animals and plants been
so abundant, so diverse, and so predictable in their availability. . . . This
provided them with the opportunity to give up the mobile lifestyle that
had served human society since its first appearance 3.5 million years
ago on the African savannah.”

Mithen is not sure why they would have wanted to: “Why create the
social tensions that inevitably arise when one has permanent  next-
 door neighbors within a village? Why expose oneself to human waste
and garbage and the health risks that accompany a more sedentary
lifestyle? Why risk the depletion of the animals and plants near one’s
own village?” There are no signs of any of the external pressures that
might have halted the Natufians in one  spot— overpopulation, ill
health,  low- grade wars with neighboring groups. Following the lead of
François Valla, the French archaeologist who excavated one Natufian
village, Mithen thinks the pressures were more likely to have been
internal. Settlement may have been the result of a dream, an urge, an
effort, and even a makeshift strategy to increase the vividness with
which life could be lived, something that “simply emerged” from the
seasonal gatherings of presedentist groups. Valla said his guess about
this was based on forceful writings by a famous French sociologist,
Marcel Mauss, who lived with more recent Arctic  hunter- gatherers a
hundred years ago and found their periodic  get- togethers “character-
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ized by intense communal life, by feasts and religious ceremonies, 
by intellectual discussion, and by lots of sex. In comparison, the rest 
of the year, when people lived in small,  far- flung groups, was rather
dull.”

So at bottom, perhaps, what was being brought to a standstill by
withdrawing from constant movement across the face of the earth was
a calendar, a cycle of encounters hitherto only infrequent that had now
been arrested and then held steady during its peak days. The abun-
dance around them was a stepping stone  toward greater abundance
within.

The Natufian villages  didn’t last. They were abandoned during a
sudden return of more glacial conditions, called the Younger Dryas,
which took 1,500 years to retreat. The  Eden- like plentifulness that had
allowed or tempted the Natufians to linger disappeared, and in the
hardships imposed by colder times, the intensified life of the villages
melted away. People in the eastern Mediterranean hills resumed their
wanderings. The warmer world that we know, the world whose seasons
and features we recognize, appeared about 11,000 years  ago—
 geologists call it the “Holocene epoch,” meaning “entirely recent”; one
anthropologist calls it the “long summer.” The  steady- state nature of
this more recent period has helped erase memories of both the warm
and bountiful spring and then the sharp return of winter that preceded
it. Regrouped villages reappeared with the Holocene, but under the
new and still prevailing circumstances of more restricted abundance
and  part- time plentifulness, they were the villages of farmers. Farmers
who worked hard, coaxing a living from the landscape. Farmers who
walked to their fields and back, budgeted their time, and were subject
to an inexorable annual calendar of planting and harvesting.

With this background in mind, the purpose and function of having a
continuing daily  travel- time budget can perhaps be explained in sev-
eral different ways. There is what we might call the “victor’s view-
point,” an  after- the- fact, somewhat complacent, and still prevalent
account put together by generations of sedentists to help them under-
stand and appreciate their new situation. Endless travel, in this formu-
lation, is something humans and their predecessors had to endure ever
since various prehuman ancestors stood upright millions of years ago;
when permanent settlements came, this burden could finally be set
 down— although people are still willing to tolerate a fraction, a rem-
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nant of their previous travel, even as much as an hour’s worth each day,
to keep settled life stable and prevent the resumption of wandering.

On the other hand, travel behavior studies, like the Bay Area survey
mentioned earlier, have turned up evidence that, despite thousands of
years at anchor at fixed abodes, with street addresses to return to each
night, people seem to have retained an unquenched thirst for daily
doses of  travel— or what the survey report calls an “unobserved desired
level of mobility.” They insist on reporting positives, in other words.
Among the hundreds of Bay Area residents questioned, for example,
“the average reported ideal  one- way commuting time was just over 16
minutes.” Meaning that on a  round- trip basis these people would, by
and large, like to retain at least half of a  one- hour  travel- time budget.
(A  few— 3  percent— would prefer “a zero to  two- minute commute”
one way; almost half wanted  round- trips that would last at least forty
minutes.) If François Valla is correct, and nonstop travel was aban-
doned to increase the pace and intensity of human mental life by con-
taining it within an unmoving spot, how would we then explain the
persistence of the travel urge over the past 11,000 years, a force that
remains vigorous even after being pruned and circumscribed or
shunted aside? Perhaps it’s simply because travel, even when no longer
a constant state, continues to serve as a unique stimulus with its own
unsurpassed and still  much- prized ability to lead our minds in new
directions.

Patricia L. Mokhtarian, the  co- compiler of the Bay Area travel
 survey, is a transportation engineering pioneer. A professor and

researcher at the University of California at Davis’s Institute of Trans-
portation Studies, she has spent more than thirty years studying travel
behavior, devoting much of her research time to combating the notion
that travel is nothing more than a “disutility,” or a “bad,” as she calls it,
an activity people undertake only when required to, a behavior we have,
in effect,  outgrown— or moved  beyond— but have learned to devote to
a higher purpose.

It’s been a continuing struggle, she has written in various papers.
“Since the origin of transportation as a field of scientific inquiry,” one
of her scholarly articles begins, “the tenet that ‘travel is a derived
demand’ has been accepted with little question.” A second paper
expands on the pervasiveness of this viewpoint and its consequences:
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“The truism that travel is a ‘derived demand’—meaning that travel is
not pursued for its own sake but only as a means of accessing desired
activities in other  locations— appears in virtually every textbook on
transportation planning, engineering, or economics, and has domi-
nated our professional approach to transportation planning and poli-
cymaking for decades.”

With travel so widely, and seemingly so scientifically, assumed to be
a “bad” to be endured, a cost to be grudgingly paid, “improving” travel
then becomes a matter of minimizing it, making trips shorter so that
less travel needs to happen. When planning a new highway, for
instance, as Mokhtarian notes, “the assumed monetary value of travel
time savings typically constitutes the largest share of the quantified
benefits of a proposed improvement.” Which means that, as they
proudly design and build a new road, most transportation engineers, in
some odd corner of their minds, also think of themselves as being in
the business of making travel go away.

From the survey data she’s been gathering about “attitudes  toward
mobility”—with positives about travel that repeatedly turn up and are
never extinguished, even when negatives  soar— Mokhtarian thinks it’s
 self- evident that people arrive in the world with “an intrinsic desire for
travel.” Which establishes that  travel— to give this finding a simultane-
ous translation into language her colleagues can recognize—“has an
intrinsic positive utility.” Whatever the circumstances, she has found
instances where people have chosen moving around solely “for its own
sake.” Sometimes this takes the form of what she calls “excess travel,”
meaning trips that deliberately last longer than they need to, whether
for looking at scenery, or exploring, or relaxing, or “just for the fun of
it,” or suddenly taking “a new route to a familiar destination,” or going
out of your way on purpose, even to a  farther- away destination, “to
experience more of your surroundings.”

Mokhtarian measures what people do, the “activities that generate
the travel,” as she says, rather than trying to record the less quantifiable
change of focus that may precede  them— the shift in attention that
adds color and depth back to scenery or makes a familiar place one to
explore by pointing out how much of it has gone unnoticed; so she
 doesn’t directly focus on the invisible, interior personal activities that
can regenerate interest in the observable personal activities that then
generate the travel. But without discussing it by name, she has come up
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with an excellent informal litmus test for determining whether Deep
Travel has put in an  appearance— something she calls the “Teleporta-
tion Test,” based on the old Star Trek  quick- exit plea, “Beam me up,
Scotty.” As Mokhtarian puts it, “The question is, ‘if you could snap
your fingers or blink your eyes and instantly teleport yourself to the
desired destination, would you do so?’ ”

A meticulous observer, Mokhtarian sees the need for a Teleporta-
tion Test because of the differentiations she finds even among trips
that people  self- report as enjoyable. Some of the pleasures people find
while traveling have their own distinctive flavors that have been stirred
in from other sources rather than being directly offered by travel
begun “for its own sake.” For instance, “when a respondent reports that
she ‘loves’ vacation travel, it is unlikely that she is referring to the fif-
teen hours in one or more crowded and noisy airplanes, the six hours
waiting in uncomfortable airports eating overpriced and unpalatable
food, and the three hours of  ground- access travel in  peak- period urban
traffic. It is more likely that a halo effect is at work, so that she is con-
founding the positive appeal of the destination with the travel required
to reach it.”

Similarly, “in reporting an affinity for traveling, individuals may in
part be considering the utility of activities they can conduct while trav-
eling. In some cases, it is in fact the  ‘anti- activity,’ ” Mokhtarian thinks,
that becomes most  important— such as talking or texting on a cell
phone, reading, listening to a talk show on the radio, music on an iPod,
or a book on tape, or watching TV or videos. She notes, “The phenom-
enon of ‘carcooning’ is one manifestation of this aspect, in which the
personal vehicle is customized for the traveler’s comfort, almost as a
 sanctuary- escape from the world.”

These are very helpful distinctions. The first situation is an example
of what we might call  “already- there travel,” in which people, inside their
minds, have already set their clocks forward into a future time zone,
and more strongly feel the lure of what will or could or might happen at
some point later on than they do the pull of what is already disclosing
itself around them or the possibilities of what could or might happen at
any moment along the way. I Know Where I’m Going! a magical English
fairy tale of a movie from 1945, is entirely based on the great good for-
tune that can await someone, in this case a headstrong  twenty- five-
 year- old English girl, who gets deflected from a seemingly implacable
course of  “already- there travel.”
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Harlan Ellison, the science-fiction writer, has often said that there
are only two plots in literature: a person goes on a journey; a stranger
comes to town. I Know Where I’m Going! uses both plots to tell a travel
story that is about fighting off falling in love. Joan Webster, the hero-
ine, is on her way from Manchester to Kiloran, a small island in the
Scottish Hebrides, fiercely determined to marry a rich older man she
has never cared for. A  three- day gale strands her on the larger Isle of
Mull, half an hour from her destination, and “by the time the storm
dies down,” as one of the film’s writers, Emeric Pressburger, later
explained, “her life has changed, and she no longer wants to go to the
island.” Her typed itinerary scheduling her every moment is blown
into the ocean, and things she has had no time for, like the details of life
on Mull, famous for its sands and the gray seals along its shores, for its
moors and the sheep that graze them, for the 250 species of birds flying
overhead, begin to catch at her. She hears the gray seals singing, she
joins the islanders at a joyous ceilidh dance, she meets a young man
who adores her. Marooned on Mull, thwarted and cut off from her
goals, with all her assumptions tattered and then blown away, four days
later she finds that her life has been rescued by this misfortune, not
ruined, as she had thought, and that she has been saved from herself in
the nick of time. Using the Mokhtarian Teleportation Scale, this is a
trip that would have been avoided, if possible. At great cost.

“Carcooning,” on the other hand, identified by Mokhtarian as a dif-
ferent kind of pleasurable travel where travel is not what provides the
pleasure, is more a matter of a postponed departure than of a prema-
ture arrival. It represents what we could call  “never- left- at- all travel,” or
 “still- back- here travel.” As Mokhtarian suggests, this is partly a matter of
continuing to do exactly the same things we were doing while station-
ary, almost without interruption, and partly a question of just how
“transparent” and “breathable” the vehicles that enclose us are or are
capable of being. Meaning, to what extent do they pass along or inten-
sify or filter or suppress the view unfolding in front of us? A generation
ago, the profoundly curious American anthropologist Edward T. Hall
found himself transfixed by the serene detachment from the passing
scene promised in an American magazine ad “showing a car full of
happy people floating on a cloud above the road!” Modern American cars
impose “real sensory deprivation” on their users, Hall wrote in The Hid-
den Dimension, a 1960s book about how people use space that still seems
daring in its insights, since “soft springs, soft cushions, soft tires, power
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steering, and monotonously smooth pavements create an unreal expe-
rience of the earth.”

In general, Mokhtarian suspects that among the larger category of
people who say they enjoy traveling, those whose focus stays behind
them, meaning  “still- back- here travelers,” most of whose attention is
still caught up in the kind of things they were doing before leaving or
can do when not  traveling— phoning, listening to iPods, and so on—
might opt for teleportation if it became available.  “Already- there trav-
elers,” people whose focus is anticipatory and has leapt so far ahead of
them that they are already tasting the future, she thinks would almost
always prefer to be beamed to their destination. There will also, of
course, be people who move back and forth from one of these travel
states to another, or from either or both of them into Deep Travel.
There is little doubt that Deep Travelers, whether they started off with
a plan of traveling for its own sake or at some point along the way
found themselves responding directly to a trip, reveling in it, undis-
tracted by what they have left behind or have not yet reached, will be
people who would prefer to continue on with their journey, who
 wouldn’t miss it for the world, so to speak, even if there were a  fast-
 forward button within easy reach.

This brings up a further layer of travel distractability, here in the
unteleported world, that Mokhtarian hasn’t yet examined: the

extent to which roads and streets and trails, the guided paths, the sup-
port systems for our current vehicles that stretch in intersecting and
 ever- lengthening and widening strips and stripes across the landscape
(forming the most frequently encountered part of what engineers call
the “infrastructure,” or physical underpinnings, of a country) in and of
themselves dilute or mute or otherwise reshape the sights, sounds, and
sensations of  travel— and even the underlying “awayness” and “other-
ness” that travel brings with it. Architects often talk about buildings as
our “third skin”—with clothes being our “second skin.” A few of the
words we use for clothing or for things around the house, such as “muf-
fler,” for example, or “comforter,” suggest the dual body and mind
functions of these extra skins, which by their very presence can change
both what reaches us from outside and what we make of it. If a car
often acts as a kind of  third- skin extender, so to speak, a room linker, a
detachable, rolling pod that, as it shuttles us between interiors, can set
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up and sustain in our minds a practically unbroken semblance of
indoorsiness en route, the corridors that enfold these vehicles have
likewise often taken on the role of a “fourth skin.” They’ve become
something else that, as it makes travel easier, can tug on our  minds—
 perhaps shielding us from a distraction, perhaps more thoughtlessly
restricting our awareness and shrinking the world in ways we can’t
even quite notice.

You can, for instance, drive along Main Street in the stately old col-
lege town of Middlebury, Vermont, on the downtown block that leads
off the village  green— it takes no more than a minute or two, even
when there’s  traffic— and sense only a slight gap in the  nineteenth-
 century brick storefronts and offices lining the street. In fact, you have
just crossed over the top of the reason why Middlebury sprang into
existence more than two hundred years ago: a dramatically noisy,
 eighteen- foot- tall waterfall on Otter Creek, Vermont’s longest water-
way, that tumbles down into a sudden gorge and churning eddy just
behind Main Street. Early in the industrial revolution, Middlebury
Falls was the power source for the country’s second woolen mill and for
dozens of sawmills and gristmills and cotton mills and nail factories,
and other shops, all silent now, including a blacksmith’s forge where in
the 1820s John Deere, who later moved to Illinois and invented the
“plow that broke the plains”—made of polished steel that could cut
through the thick clay soils of the prairies—served his apprenticeship.

Like many towns, Middlebury never completely forgot its origins or
the central position of its most commanding and  once- inescapable
physical feature, but over a hundred years ago, at a moment of high
Victorian prosperity, it reached a point where it no longer put them on
display. An older,  open- sided, wooden Main Street bridge only twelve
feet above the falls burned, and a local benefactor decided to replace it
in stone with a copy of a bridge built across the Tiber River almost
eighteen hundred years earlier that let Romans reach the tomb of the
emperor Hadrian. The new Middlebury bridge was ten feet higher
than the old one, so the entire block of Main Street had to be raised by
ten feet. The gorge, called Frog Hollow, is not  off- limits, if you know
how to find it. A small street winds down into it, and one of the old
mills has reopened as a state Craft Center. From the Craft Center win-
dows you can look up at the surging waterfall and, just behind it, at the
sturdy stone arches of the  mock- Roman  bridge— which, you realize
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down below, are from Main Street, when you’re crossing them, as invis-
ible as the falls they hide. Up on Main Street the sounds of traffic are
interrupted every fifteen minutes by chimes from the  five- tiered spire
of the Congregational Church on the village green, but I get a sense
that the rhythm of the day is incomplete. The roar of the falls, a pulse
that never ceases, remains undetectable.

A  much- admired and far more spectacular bridge, the recently
opened Millau Bridge, or Millau Viaduct, in the south of France, whose
 four- lane roadway stretches evenly and horizontally across the sky,
looking from a distance almost like a thin, graceful gray crayon line
drawn by a remarkably steady hand, brings with it a similar and quite
fixable “fourth skin” problem, an unnoticed mental tourniquet that
needs careful loosening. The Millau Viaduct is the tallest bridge in the
world, and it crosses the  steep- sided,  eight- hundred- foot deep Tarn
River Valley, an expanse of sloping forests, sheep pastures, ancient vil-
lages, and the town of Millau itself that’s more than a mile and a half
wide, without even dipping  toward it, staying instead up at the height
of the two plateaus that flank the valley. As the last link in a superhigh-
way, the A75, from Paris to Barcelona, the new bridge is part of an
ongoing project to eliminate traffic jams between Paris and the
beaches of the Riviera and, more ambitiously, to stitch Europe more
tightly together with new roads and  high- speed trains, the  twenty-
 first- century equivalent of the old Roman aqueducts. Only now it is
people, rather than water, who find themselves mingled and poured
through the countryside in long geometric lines that can ignore geog-
raphy to stay level.

The viaduct’s lines are so open and clean that it could easily be con-
sidered a Roman aqueduct turned inside out, with air substituting for
stone. In a Roman aqueduct, the strength of the ground rises upward,
stone by stone, until its final rock has been piled high enough to sup-
port the water pipe on top. The Millau Viaduct seems suspended from
the sky. Seven slender pillars rise from the valley floor, pierce the cen-
ter of the roadway, and then soar above it as masts that radiate parallel
lines of “stay cables” that reach down to hold the roadway in place. The
design is the work of the London “starchitect” Norman Foster and his
office, and like many great buildings it seems from afar to change its
shape and take on new meanings with shifts in the light or the weather.
Half a million people came to look at the bridge while it was still under
construction. “Looking up from the valley floor,” wrote one of these
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admiring visitors, Frank Renout, a reporter for the Christian Science Mon-
itor, “you might struggle to see the bridge’s underside: often, only the
pillars are visible, as fog tends to engulf the roadway that spans the
empyrean. Standing on one of the surrounding mountains the picture
is reversed: a futuristic expressway floating on top of the clouds.”

With so many superlatives incorporated into its design, you might
think that driving over the Millau Bridge would be as memorable as its
setting or its  construction— and Norman Foster has told reporters that
this was always his aim, to provide something soaring and cloud pierc-
ing as the crowning achievement of all his firm’s ingenuity: “You do fly
across the bridge, literally above the clouds.” Yet, curiously, the travel
experience currently being offered, although unusual, is tantalizingly
abstract and reserved, more earthbound than airborne. Part of this
probably comes from the fact that the mission of the bridge, as a link in
an expressway, is to hurry you without pause across the Tarn River Val-
ley,  toward the Mediterranean beaches fifty miles to the  south— which
probably also means that many of the people using the bridge are
 “already- there travelers,” for whom reaching the bridge may primarily
register as a sort of homing signal that broadcasts a message of “less
than an hour left to go.”

There is no lingering on the Millau Viaduct. It is not open to pedes-
trians. The bridge carries a  high- speed,  white- striped, blacktop road-
way that looks identical to the highway segments beyond the bridge on
either side, with two vehicle lanes and a service lane in either direction,
separated by a median strip. There is a speed limit of 110 kilometers an
hour (over 68 miles an hour); this is something of a compromise: the
original speed limit was 130 kilometers (over 80), but bridge officials
noticed that cars were slowing down as they got close to the bridge so
that people could take pictures of it out their windows. What changes
most dramatically once you’re out on the bridge is the median strip,
which is entirely taken up by the bridge’s seven masts, each almost
three hundred feet high, and the eleven stay cables that branch trian-
gularly from either side of each mast. All are painted a cool, metallic
 gray- white, and their rigid and alternating vertical and diagonal lines
flicker past gauntly, rhythmically, and almost hypnotically on the left
during the minute and twenty seconds or so that it takes to cross the
valley below. It’s like speeding past the world’s longest sculpture gar-
den, an allée of gigantic, minimalist, leafless trees.

The other distinctive feature of the bridge’s roadway are the fences
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that line its outer edges from one end to the  other— and it is these sleek
fences, elegant in themselves, that give the Millau Viaduct such an
oddly rough fourth skin. They dazzle the eye but fail to unlock the
mind’s eye.

The fences are altogether necessary and even as currently designed
they are—almost right. There are actually two of them on either side of
the bridge: a simple, open, low, metal inner fence that separates the
roadway from a narrow pathway used by bridge maintenance workers,
and a higher and more elaborate outer fence, taller than a person, that
curves protectively inward, cradling the roadway. Considering that one
of the seven pylons holding up the roadway is almost as tall as the Eif-
fel Tower, and that cars and trucks on the bridge are moving by at
almost 70 miles an hour, these fences must, and of course do, have the
kind of  third- skin strength that can withstand and contain a serious
accident. The outer fences are more innovative,  metal- and- glass adap-
tations of  old- time, wooden  farm- field  post- and- rail fences, a design
made up of horizontal  slats— kept far enough apart so you can see
through the  gaps— that get nailed to vertical posts. On the Millau
Bridge the posts are metal, narrow, and  gray- white like the masts and
cables, and the slats are rounded, striped semicylinders of reinforced
glass. The use of glass suggests that Foster and his associates were
aware of and wanted to do right by the bridge’s  fourth- skin obligations.

The outer fences have a practical purpose—they are windscreens
that can cut strong, midair wind gusts in half, gentling them to the kind
of flows we expect to encounter at ground level. Since the architects
could have deflected the winds with solid steel panels, perhaps their
thought was that by using glass they could offer a somewhat muted cel-
ebration of the bridge’s “midairness,” providing glimpses of what’s out
there while still shielding drivers from the vertigo of the situation by
keeping them semi-enclosed. A mother might loosely hold a couple of
fingers in front of a small child’s eyes, concealing while revealing, to
make the view from the top of a high hill seem safer. But what’s been
built  doesn’t quite do this. Applying a  fourth- skin or Deep Travel test
beforehand would have shown . . . but of course we don’t have  fourth-
 skin or Deep Travel tests yet.

Such  tests—  they are coming, and will become part of routine design
procedures, like safety  tests— would have shown that the glass half
tubes chosen have a couple of flaws. In the meantime, we have
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YouTube, which has put these defects on display. As a series of
YouTube videos shot independently by people crossing the Millau
Viaduct makes plain, the bridge’s glass railings, when looked at straight
on, as only a passenger in a car or truck can do, turning right to look out
the side window, are at best only  semi- transparent, changing as the
light hits them, and the curves in them bend and change the shape of
what you’re seeing. Strangely, the landscape down below, seen through
alternating horizontal stripes of glass railings and the open gaps
between them, takes on an indistinct and wavering and murky look,
like something being peered at underwater.

For drivers, on the other hand, there’s a totally different effect.
Looking up ahead, they see the fence stretching out in front as com-
pletely opaque, a curving,  gray- white, enveloping solid. If passengers
intermittently feel underwater, drivers seem to be moving along some-
thing more like a sunken country road, with high embankments on
either side and the sky above.

So it’s an uneasy mixture, for the moment. Expressway, abstract
sculpture park, submarine views, sunken road. And the sky. The Millau
Viaduct brilliantly displays the sky. The bridge isn’t going  anywhere—
 it was built to last at least a  century— so there’s plenty of time for
thinking about a  fourth- skin retrofit here, and for getting it right,
which would be a matter of making sure that views from the bridge
become as captivating and sought after as views of the bridge have been
ever since its pylons began to rise from the Tarn Valley floor. The sky is
already an immediate and compelling presence, so that needs no fur-
ther work. The masts and the cables are a given. But then the possibil-
ities begin. Is speed as essential to the bridge’s success as has been
assumed? Could the speed limit, already reduced, decrease by 10 kilo-
meters at every pylon until you reach the center pylon? That way you’d
be going less than 45 miles an hour out on the middle of the bridge.
This idea was part of a  fourth- skin solution arrived at in the White
Mountains of New Hampshire: speeds on Interstate Highway 93 drop
from 65 miles per hour to 45 for an eight-mile stretch as the road
passes through Franconia Notch, a spectacular mountain pass.

Is there room for people to walk or ride bikes on the Millau Bridge?
Does the roadway itself have to be black? I doubt it. I’m not suggesting
making it  see- through, like the  glass- bottomed walkway the Hualapai
Indians extended seventy feet out from the rim of the Grand Canyon
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in 2007; some visitors to the Hualapai Skywalk can’t bring themselves
to trust the strength of the reinforced glass under their feet or the
 horseshoe- shaped steel girders that support it, and freeze in their
tracks or shuffle forward without looking down at all. Painting the road
surface a dark blue or some slowly changing palette of  colors— with
perhaps a different color at each  mast— might suggest entering a new
realm without distracting drivers. Or maybe a dark green when passing
over the valley’s forested slopes, a lighter green when drivers are over
the fields and pastures along the flatter lands near the bottom, and a
stripe of blue when crossing the Tarn River itself. Finding different
glass for the fences that are now half porthole and half wall seems like
the easiest place to  start— in order to create barriers that hold winds
and cars back but let minds through.
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